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unprecedented and unique
collection of over 100 instruments

that sound like the real world every
instrument available in one

massive collection. the sounds of
the world is a completely unique
and unprecedented collection of

instruments. check out our demos
to hear some of the amazing

realism and performances you'll
find in this incredible collection.
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description: the eastwest hollywood
solo instruments series consists of
the hollywood harp, the hollywood
solo cello and the hollywood solo
violin. these extensive libraries

have been recorded, engineered
and produced with the superior

level of audio quality for which the
eastwest brand is renowned. read
more publisher: east west website:
www.soundsonline.com/hollywood-
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description: the eastwest hollywood
orchestra series is considered to be
one of the best orchestra libraries

in the world. these extensive
libraries have been recorded,

engineered and produced with the
superior level of audio quality for

which the eastwest brand is
renowned. the hollywood orchestra
includes a complete head and full
body orchestra with a wide variety

of orchestral instruments. the
library provides the widest range of
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instrument sounds you can
imagine, giving you all the tools

you need to create any orchestral,
rock, jazz, and chamber music style

imaginable. the hollywood
orchestra series is considered to be

the premier symphonic library in
the world. this series provides

players and composers the tools to
create virtually any style

imaginable. you can choose from
over forty orchestral instruments,

full ensembles, or use them all
together to recreate a complete

orchestral performance. the
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hollywood orchestra series is a
collection of orchestral instruments

that was recorded in 5 of the
world's finest concert halls and

movie studios. no other orchestral
library provides such easy access

to these classic performance
spaces.
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westendorfer 22 this affordable
piano has that rich and grand

sound. with the full, sophisticated
resonance of a concert steinway
piano, the westendorfer is truly a
choice pianos. the westendorfer is

the ultimate in, read more
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